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David Creed, Sperry Van Ness Nashville contributed this article to BusinessNewsDaily's Expert Voices: Op-Ed &amp; Insights. Small businesses are gradually growing. What was appropriate office space in your first development phase when you had a handful of employees may not be suitable for your
current phase, which includes a group of 50. In addition to adding team members, you've learned more about your office space preferences and requirements. Should you buy or rent your office space? If you're like most small business owners who call our company lately, that's the question in your mind.
Historically low interest rates and modified accounting standards motivate business owners at all stages of development to reconsider their leases. I can't say I blame them. With interest rates so low, why rent when you can earn equity? Depending on the conditions and equity required, investing in an
office can be a great option, especially if you are able to buy a building that offers extra rentable space to increase return. At the same time, changing accounting practices make hiring less attractive. This quarter, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) decide on a proposed plan that, if enacted, would frame leases as liabilities. As with any decision, there are pros and cons. Looking at the basics of leasing versus buying can help you decide whether you should proceed with the more in-depth financial assessment that the market
requires. Let's start with a few questions. When you answer yes, chalk up a count in the pro purchase column. Would you be a better landlord than your current ventilator? Let's face it. even the best owners can be a problem. When you are your owner, it's not you have to worry about property
management becoming a profit center for the owner. You can control some of your expenses, which can positively affect the return on your investment. Do you change office locations often because of the rental price or common area maintenance increases? The move takes time and money, which could
both be better invested in buying a space. Not to mention that it would be nice to know what your debt service will look like in the future, as opposed to experience market fluctuations every 5-7 years. Does your company require specialized or inderable fixtures and equipment? There is no need to
constantly lug equipment from one leased space to another. It takes time, money and patience. Will Your monthly rental payment is an investment? Nobody likes to spend thousands of dollars every month on rent. The purchase won't exempt you from these monthly payments, but instead of giving that
money to someone else, you're investing in an asset. On the other hand, just because the market is currently favorable to the market does not mean that it is the right decision for you. If the following points sound more in line with your deployment phase, add a mark to the con side of your list. It's It's
expansion/shrinking slightly possible in the coming years? The market is a commitment. Unless you buy office property only as an investment, the growth or downsizing expectations of your business will play a role in your decision. For companies looking to inhabit all or a portion of an office building, you
need to have a firm understanding of your future space requirements before you make your office-space decision. Is investing in an up-and-coming or trendy area out of the question? Some businesses may need to be in a specific part of the city, such as the central business district, to accommodate
customers and employees. Unfortunately this can eliminate the advantage of buying in up-and-coming areas where lower cost per square foot and valuation may be available. Is your current lease structured as a full service lease? If you are currently hiring, the building manager most likely has a cleaning
and maintenance crew that empties trash, replaces light bulbs, maintains bathroom, etc. Often potential buyers take contoritorial and maintenance services for granted and forget to take it into account in their purchase estimates. You must be willing to take on or take on these responsibilities if and when
you buy. Would your equity be better off in your business? If you only have capital for an investment, your business may be a better choice than buying a building. Similarly, your time can be better spent working in your business than maintaining a building. In general, this is undoubtedly a great time to
buy. If you assess the pros and cons of buying and decide buying is a possibility for your business, take the next step and call a realtor. You have the opportunity to get into the real estate game when prices are still low. They won't stay that way for long. The market can diversify your investment base and
potentially increase your income and your business. The views expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the publisher. Published on January 7, 2021 Some people see trees for the forest, and some only see the forest, meaning they lack much attention to detail. But
even if you are one of the people who receive a macro rather than a micro-view, true professionalism requires balancing both. If focusing on fine points is not your forte, you will benefit from training yourself to pay attention to the details. You will benefit by saving time, effort, money, and reliability. Why
training yourself to pay attention to details pays off value to your organization when you make the effort to ensure that you have performed your work in detail and effectively. This is why jobs often pay attention to the details between the skills required. When you present your manager or customer with
well-completed, high-quality work the first time, it maximizes your value and minimizes lost time. Detail-oriented people are also more adept at catching mistakes that could lead to costly blunders. In addition, attention attention is an indicator of having other employee properties in demand, such as
organization, completeness and focus. In some professions, such as accounting, engineering, medical research, and more, you can excel only if you are trained to pay attention to the details. In other professions, holding strong attention to detail is the very quality that will get you promoted to a place
where you will be asked to look at the big picture. Finally, if you're the go-to person details, everyone else in the group can relax a little. They know the project is in good hands and will probably throw you more plays as a reward. This will eventually lead to your progress. 3 Important Aspects of Becoming
More Detail Oriented Here are the 3 important things you need to learn if you want to correct your lack of attention to detail: Respect Deadlines Understanding the Work-Flow Build plan in time to mess up 1. Meeting deadlines is a finish line. A smart idea is to take the given deadline and work backwards
from it, figuring out when your piece of work is due. Then, if you stick to the forbidden schedule for completing the mini-projects you have, you will never miss a deadline. An important note on this: It's smarter to stick to the deadline and shift to work worth a B+ than to blow the deadline with A work.
Chances are, through review and suggested changes by others in the group, you can bring up your b+ work in an A later. But if you ignore the deadlines, you'll lose the respect of your boss and your teammates. 2. Understand the work-flow plan Your team develops the work in conjunction with other
groups that have programs and deadlines of their own. When you realize the entire work-flow plan, you may be able to either add insight to your larger program or to your smaller piece than others in the business will consider valuable. 3. Build in time to mess up You can expect that what can go wrong will
go wrong. Something will likely mess up, but when it does if you build in time to fix it, those around you won't freak out. Chances are, you're already paying attention to various details. Take courage. You can do that! You can overcome your lack of attention to detail and become more detail oriented. For
starters, consider this: Most people take the time and put in extra effort for the activities or businesses that matter most to them. Educating yourself to become more detail oriented can mean adopting a similar pattern of behavior. Apply the same you give to your appearance. Are you a meticulous dresser?
Pay attention to how you pair patterns and colors, and how do you accessorize a particular outfit? This is the same system to use when you don't have attention to detail with your work. Give each item careful consideration, so that each contributes to the perfectly pierced-together set. Assemble the
ingredients the way you do when cooking. Cooking and baking baking zero requires special attention to detail as you measure and add each ingredient to the range, and time everything so that the meal comes together at the same time. Similarly, your work product requires you to measure whether all
ingredients have been added and that your final product is delivered on time. If you follow a broad base of friends and acquaintances on social media, you can apply similar skills to stay up to date on details related to business acquaintances. When you meet someone who could have an influence on
your career or a resource to improve your skills, follow that person on social media. Reply to their posts to keep the lines of communication flowing. 12 Tips to Help You If You Lack Attention to Detail Teaching Yourself to Take Into Account Important Details Include Sharpening Your Perceptions and
Thinking Ahead. The following tips will help you adopt these practices. Master these habits when training yourself to become detail oriented. 1. Learn to listen well You will get relevant information and the necessary nuances when you apply the skills of active listening. In conversations, train yourself to
make eye contact, pay your undivided attention to the speaker, and ask for follow-up questions. Training yourself to pay better attention to the details in conversations involves learning to fully focus on what others have to say. If you're having trouble, there's nothing wrong with taking notes on what they're
saying. 2. Pay attention to social cues Make a point of observing body language and facial expressions that provide insights into how others perceive a situation. Social cues offer details that give you an understanding of how words and actions affect others. The notorious character Michael Scott of the
TV show The Office is the epitome of the consequences of not paying attention to the body language of others. 3. Follow the rules rules and protocols usually come from lessons learned and put in place to avoid further mishaps–either in terms of safety or effectiveness. If you are given step-by-step
procedures to follow, check them as you proceed. Also, go back to the rules at the end of the project just to make sure you stick to all of them. 4. Take Note-take notes is a way to enhance your retention and gives you something to look back on when you need to keep track of the relevant details. It will
also increase your focus as you hear about relevant Check your notes shortly after the meeting or conversation, and highlight the content you plan to apply. 5. Prioritize what needs your attention now When you have a full slate of work that requires your attention, take a few minutes to sort assignments
from most to less urgent. Keep a calendar, spreadsheet, or project planning software up to date with schedules and deadlines to help you stay organized. As you deal with each emergency mission, pay your full attention so that details are not missing. Give it to yourself time—especially if you tend to be
someone who waits until the last minute—as haste can make you overlook important details. 6. Have a Detail Oriented Assistant Check Your Work If you don't have attention to detail, then it makes sense to seek help from someone detail oriented. If you have this option, take advantage of it. Two pairs of
eyes is better than one. Just be sure to credit your assistant for their help once the program is complete. 7. Learn the rules of writing Good English is a difficult language, and grammar, punctuation, and spelling can sabotage all of you if you don't pay attention to detail. If in doubt, look into it. Free to use
web services such as grammarly can help. 8. Proofread before you click send nothing is perfect in its first design. If you don't have attention to detail, then put in extra effort before submitting things. Before sending any written work, check carefully not only for misspellings and incomplete suggestions, but
also for inappropriate tone, inappropriate colloquial and inconsistent formatting. When your written communications are error-free, they will have their intended impact. 9. Minimize distractions It's impossible to stay focused when colleagues are holding conversations nearby or your mobile notifications
throughout the day. Do your best to limit distractions. If you're working where there's a lot of noise or secondary activity, try wearing noise-cancelling headphones or looking for a quiet corner. Turn off your notifications when you need to focus and resolve them to check them only after you finish the
assignment. 10. Take breaks It may sound counter-intuitive to stop and take a walk, but it is necessary. I'm moving away from the screen. Moving from one project to the next throughout your workday is a recipe for brain fatigue. Give your brain a break moment when you come to a physical breakpoint or
after you complete one task and before you start the next. These short pauses are necessary to sort all the details needed to display successful solutions. 11. Make time for reflection At the end of a working day, take a few minutes to go beyond the events of the day in your mind. What was said or relayed
in the talks? What is the status of the projects you work on? What else happened that you have to pay attention to? Could there be details you may have missed that you will have to face tomorrow? 12. Keep a detailed to-do list This simple organizational tool is your best ally to your work on time and to
pay attention to the details. If you're running out of time (and who isn't?), write your list to tune in to dayparts; it distributes a certain number of hours to complete each task, do it, and then check it; nothing feels more satisfying than completing all the tasks on your list; but if you can't finish them, then bring
them to the next day. , but they can become much bigger when overlooked. If you know Lack of attention to detail, commit to training yourself to embrace the many aspects that can help you consistently excel at the tasks you set out to accomplish. When you start to catch your mistakes in advance or
apply the tidbits of information gathered out of attention, you will know that you are trained in the basics of becoming detail oriented. After that, you should start listening to the phrase Great job! more often. More tips for boosting your attention to detailed photo credit: Cristina Gottardi via unsplash.com
unsplash.com
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